Corporate Watch

Special children as national role models

KARACHI: "They talked and walked, sang and danced, exhibited and performed their hearts out for Pakistan. It was a "seeing is believing" kind of an exemplary and exhilarating Super Show of Special Kids with God-gifted talents echoing awesomely from the IoBM platform for the nation at large during "Jashn-e-Baharan for Special Children 2017", reports Mr. Parvez Jamali, IoBM Public Affairs.

The message of caring and sharing, peace and tranquility, tolerance and cooperation emanated from the innocence, creativity, fellow feeling and discipline of the Special Kids show overshadowed rampant modelmaling, leg-pulling, backbiting and blackmailing practices and echoes convincingly and hypocrisically from 'Karachi' to Khyber and all over Pakistan. While it was a dream-come-true festivity for Special Children, it was a rare sight of mutual exaltation as illustrated by Mr. Parvez Jamali, an aura of enchantment and enlightenment, charm, color and charisma; vim, vigor and vitality and tells us how to make the most of life by chasing pains, agencies and heartbreaks and start living anew with mutual cheers and happiness.

Mr. Parvez Jamali, in the all-encompassing blessings Allah has bestowed on us. —PJ